Charge order in underdoped and optimally doped high-Tc superconductors Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO 6+δ (Bi2201) is investigated by Cu L3 edge resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS). We have directly observed charge density modulation in the optimally doped Bi2201 at momentum transfer Q 0.23 rlu, with smaller intensity and correlation length with respect to the underdoped sample. This demonstrates the short-range charge order in Bi2201 persists up to optimal doping, as in other hole-doped cuprates. We explored the nodal (diagonal) direction and found no charge order peak, confirming that charge order modulates only along the Cu-O bond directions. We measured the out-of-plane dependence of charge order, finding a flat response and no maxima at half integer L values. This suggests there is no out-of-plane phase correlation in single layer Bi2201, at variance from YBa2Cu3O6+x and La2−x(Ba,Sr)xCuO4. Combining our results with data from the literature we assess that charge order in Bi2201 exists in a large doping range across the phase diagram, i.e. 0.07 p 0.16, demonstrating thereby that it is intimately entangled with the antiferromagnetic background, the pseudogap and superconductivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The search for the underlying mechanism of high-T c superconductivity in cuprates remains active for three decades after its discovery 1 . The insulating parent compounds become superconductors by chemical doping, which modifies the charge balance of the CuO 2 planes and rapidly suppresses their 2D long-range antiferromagnetic order 2 . In the "normal" state, above the superconducting critical temperature T c , there is an exotic pseudogap phase whose origin and relation to the superconducting phase are still much debated 3 . More recently, evidence of charge order, or charge density wave (CDW), within the CuO 2 planes has been found, below optimal doping, in several families, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] further increasing the complexity of the cuprates' phase diagram 21 . The temperature evolution of CDW 10 and its behavior under magnetic fields 12 have indicated that charge order is in competition with superconductivity. Although the phenomenology of CDW has grown fast, it is still patchy and a systematic knowledge of its doping evolution would help clarify its role in high-T c superconductivity and its relation with the quantum critical points (QCP) in the phase diagram.
Early evidence of bulk charge order was obtained in La-based cuprates by inelastic neutron scattering (INS) near the hole doping p = 1/ 8 [4, 5] and later by x-ray scattering with an approximately commensurate wave-vector Q 0.25 reciprocal lattice units (rlu) [7] . More recently, an incommensurate charge order at Q 0.31 rlu along the Cu-O bond direction, has been observed by various techniques in (Y,Nd)Ba 2 Cu 3 O 6+x (YBCO, NBCO) 9-13 , which might be responsible for the Fermi surface reconstructions in high magnetic fields giving rise to quantum oscillations 22, 23 . Soon after, the enhanced sensitivity of resonant x-ray scattering has also allowed the detection of a short-range charge order in Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ (Bi2201) [14] , Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ (Bi2212) [15, 16] and HgBa 2 CuO 4+δ [17] , and eventually in electron-doped (Nd,La) 2−x Ce x CuO 4 [19, 20] , indicating its ubiquity in cuprate superconductors. Hereafter we will confine our discussion to hole-doped systems for brevity. The CDW is strongest in the underdoped regime and persists up to optimal doping 8, 16, 18 . In Bi2201, the charge order was observed by resonant x-ray scattering (RXS) in the underdoped region (p ∼ 0.115−0.145) with wave vector, decreasing with p, that was proposed to match the distance between the tips of the ungapped segments of Fermi sur-face ("Fermi arcs") 14 . A previous resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) study on optimally doped Bi2201 (OPBi2201) has not found a charge order signal directly 24 . Instead a low energy feature at Q 0.22 rlu was observed up to 200K and was attributed to a phonon signal. On the other hand, in OP-Bi2201 angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) has shown a particlehole symmetry breaking and a phase transition below the pseudogap temperature 25, 26 . And scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has found a checkerboard-like electronic modulation in a broad doping range of Bi2201 [27] . However, electronic states may vary in bulk (studied with xrays) and at the surface (studied with STM and ARPES).
The discrepancy between bulk and surface measurements calls for a more accurate investigation: here, by using high resolution RIXS at the Cu L 3 edge, we study the charge order in underdoped (T c = 15K, UD15K) and optimally doped (T c = 33K, OP33K) Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ . We will focus on the quasi-elastic spectral component that is sensitive to charge modulations 10 . Along the Cu-O bond direction, we observed a bulk charge order peak at incommensurate vector Q 0.26 (0.23) rlu in UD15K (OP33K). This expands up to optimal doping the region where charge order, superconductivity and pseudogap coexist in B2201. We also performed temperature measurements on OP33K across T c and T * to investigate the relations between charge order, superconductivity and pseudogap. We noticed that a prior energy-integrated RXS measurement on Bi2201 reported no CDW signatures along the diagonal (nodal) direction 28 . However, the checkerboard-like features observed by STM [27] are compatible with a two-dimensional (2D) CDW structure, as opposed to the one-dimensional (1D) stripe-like shape proposed for YBCO [28] . Here we use energy-resolved RIXS and its higher sensitivity to ascertain this issue. Finally, in UD15K we measured the charge order peak intensity along the c * -direction [we quote (H,K,L) for wave vector coordinates in pseudo-tetragonal structure] to understand the out-of-plane phase correlation, and we compare the results to the anti-phase correlations in YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6+x [29] and La 2−x (Ba,Sr) x CuO 4 [6] [7] [8] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The phase diagram of Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ [30] is shown in Fig. 1(a) . By substitution of Sr by La we can obtain a wide range of doping. Here we study the underdoped (UD15K, p 0.115) and the optimally-doped (OP33K, p 0.16) samples, as indicated by the arrows in the figure. The high quality single crystals were grown by the floating zone method. The hole concentration was optimized by annealing the samples in O 2 flow. The sample growth and characterization methods were reported in Ref. 31 . The RIXS measurements were performed with the ERIXS spectrometer at the beam line ID32 of ESRF (The European Synchrotron,Grenoble, France). The xray energy was tuned to the maximum of the Cu L 3
FIG. 1.
(color online) (a) The phase diagram of Bi2(Sr,La)2CuO 6+δ [30] . It shows the antiferromagnetic (AF) region defined by TN , superconducting (SC) region defined by Tc and the pseudogap (PG) region defined by T * . Here we study two doping levels as indicated by the arrows. absorption peak around 931 eV. The experimental energy resolution was ∼ 70 meV. The samples were cleaved out-of-vacuum just before installation inside the vacuum measurement chamber, to reduce surface contamination and oxygen depletion.
The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1 (b). Xrays are incident on the sample surface and scattered by 2θ, which can be changed continuously from 50 deg to 150 deg. The x-ray polarization can be chosen parallel (π) or perpendicular (σ) to the horizontal scattering plane. Reciprocal lattice units (rlu) were defined using the pseudotetragonal unit cell with a = b = 3.86Å and c = 24.4Å, where the axis c is normal to the cleaved sample surface. The sample can be rotated azimuthally around the c-axis to choose the in-plane wave-vector component. We determined accurately the orientations of our Bi2201 samples by utilizing the [002] Bragg peak and the superstructure peak. The typical size of the Brillouin zone along [1, 0] direction in cuprates is ∼ 0.81Å −1 and the maximum total momentum transfer at the Cu L 3 edge with 2θ = 150 deg is ∼ 0.85Å −1 , which allows one to cover the whole first magnetic Brillouin zone as indicated by the pink area in Fig. 1(c) . The well-known incommensurate supermodulation (superstructure) in the Bi-based cuprates, due to the distortions of the BiO bi-layers, projects along the b * o direction in the orthorhombic notation 32 , giving a peak around [Q ss , Q ss ] in pseudo-tetragonal notation, with Q ss 1/ 8 rlu. In the same notation charge order is observed both along (0,0)-(0.5,0) and (0,0)-(0,0.5) directions. Along the diagonal we performed the measurement only along (0,0)-(0.5,-0.5) direction, to avoid confusion with the intense superstructure peak and its replicas along the same direction. We present RIXS spectra normalized to the integrated intensity of the dd excitations following previous conventions 33 . The zero energy-loss position was determined by measuring, for each transferred momentum, a non-resonant spectrum of silver paint or carbon-tape.
III. RESULTS
A. Doping dependence Figure 1 (d) displays the energy/momentum intensity maps of RIXS spectra for UD15K along (0,0)-(0.5,0) symmetry direction, collected at T = 20K with both π and σ polarized incident x-rays. Both maps exhibit a charge order signal around the quasi-elastic energy region, with similar wave vector as reported by RXS [14] . In Fig. 1 (e), we have identified a bulk charge order in OP33K with both π and σ polarized incident x-rays. The charge order signal in OP33K looks much broader and weaker than that in UD15K, which might have hindered its discovery in previous studies 24 . The strong intensity at small momentum transfer is due to the tails of the elastic peaks arising from the reflectivity of the surface at specular angle.
To better visualize the charge order, we show the integral quasi-elastic intensities at 0±0.04 eV for UD15K and OP33K in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. We can directly observe the charge order with σ-or π-polarization at similar wave vector. We determined the full-width-halfmaximum (FWHM) of charge order from σ-polarization with more data points. By fitting the intensity with a power law profile for the background and a Lorentzian function for the CDW peak, we determined the charge order vector ∼ 0.26 rlu for UD15K and ∼ 0.23 rlu for OP33K. The CDW peak intensity is weaker on top of a higher background in OP33K. For UD15K we compare two spectra, one at Q CDW 0.26 rlu and the other at Q 0.36 rlu, outside the CDW region, in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) for σ-and π-polarization, respectively. Clearly, the elastic peak is much stronger at Q CDW . In contrast, the quasi-elastic peak shifts to higher energy loss at Q 0.36 rlu due to the phonon contributions. In π-polarization there is also prominent paramagnon feature, which disperses to higher energy with increasing momentum transfer as discussed previously 24 . For OP33K we observe similar trends in Fig. 2(e) and (f) , but the spectral difference between the two momenta is smaller than in UD15K.
In Fig. 3 , we summarize the doping dependence of the charge order vector in Bi2201 from measurements by RIXS (our work), RXS [14] and STM [14, 27, 34] . The charge order vectors determined with RIXS follow the trend determined by RXS, while they are significantly larger than those obtained with STM measurements (see discussion below). When doping changes from p 0.115 to p 0.16, the FWHM of CDW peak grows from 0.054 to 0.07 rlu, indicating a decreasing coherence length.
B. Momentum dependence
So far, we have focused on the charge order along (0,0.5) or (0.5,0) direction. As already noted, the energyintegrated RXS measurement on Bi2201 gave no CDW signatures along the diagonal direction 28 . However, the checkerboard-like features observed by STM [27] might be induced by two kinds of charge modulation patterns, either along the Cu-O bond directions or along the nodal (diagonal) directions. Here we exploited the higher sensitivity of energy-resolved RIXS to ascertain this issue. As demonstrated above, UD15K shows a relatively strong CDW signal along (0,0.5) or (0.5,0) direction with Q CDW 0.26 rlu, which allows reaching the (Q CDW ,-Q CDW ) point; on the contrary in YBCO the hypothetical diagonal point at (0.31,0.31) is out of reach for Cu L 3 RIXS [10] . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , along (0.5,-0.5) direction, the energy/momentum intensity map of RIXS spectra shows no charge order signal at (0.26,-0.26) rlu around the quasi-elastic energy region, while there are clear phonon signals present at ∼55 meV. The quasielastic integrated intensity in Fig. 4(b) does not show any peak, in good agreement with prior results of RXS measurement on UD15K [28] . This confirms that the charge density modulates, unidirectionally, only along the Cu-O bonds. The orientation of CDW in cuprates has been discussed recently in a theoretical work based on the frustrated phase-separation model: along the diagonal the short-range residual repulsion is stronger than along Cu-O bonds so that the local effective attraction stablizes 
C. Temperature dependence
The temperature dependence of the charge order in UD15K has been reported in Ref. 14 with T CDW 180K (∼ T * ). In Fig. 5 , we investigated the temperature dependence of the charge order across T c and T * for OP33K. From previous nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements on Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ [30] , we know that the pseudogap temperature of OP33K is T * 160K. As shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , the charge order can been seen clearly at 20K and becomes sharper at T c 33K, with the width decreasing from 0.07±0.01 rlu to 0.06±0.01 rlu, as shown in Fig. 5(e) . This behav- ior of the charge order is similar to that in YBCO [10] , reflecting the competition between CDW order and superconductivity. Above T c the intensity of the charge order signal progressively decreases 10, 14 . The charge order peak is still visible at 125K, below T * , but it disappears at 190K, above T * . Since the CDW onset temperature is not a thermodynamic phase boundary and given the statistical uncertainty in the high temperature RIXS data, we are not able to determine whether the pseudogap formation precedes or coincides with the CDW order in OP33K.
D. L dependence
At zero magnetic field, charge order peaks at half integer values of L in the out-of-plane direction both in YBCO [36, 37] and LBCO [6, 7, 8] . Here, by exploiting the unique possibility available at ID32 of changing continuously the scattering angle in RIXS, we investigated the L dependence of CDW in UD15K, to see whether or not there is an intensity maximum at half integer.
In Fig. 6(a-c) we show the energy/momentum intensity maps measured with three scattering angles (2θ = 140
• , 123
• , 110
• ), corresponding to the charge order at (0.26, 0, 3), (0.26, 0, 2.75) and (0.26, 0, 2.5). We can see a strong charge order signals in all three maps with similar quasi-elastic profiles as shown in Fig. 6(d) . By fitting the data we obtained similar FWHMs (∼0.055 rlu) and correlation lengths (∼ 23Å) for UD15K. We also performed a finer L-scanning as shown in Fig. 7 . For simplicity, instead of taking a full map at each L, we took a couple of RIXS spectra for each L, at Q CDW and at |Q φ |, with φ = 20 deg in-plane rotation as defined in the inset and
The L values are ranging from 2.1 to 3.0 rlu. The difference between two spectra at the same L is marked by the green area, indicating the charge order intensity. In Fig. 7(b) we display the integral quasi-elastic intensities at Q CDW and at Q φ : neither of them display a maximum within error bar, not even at half integer L. In Fig. 7(c) we plot the intensity difference between the two momenta and again it shows no maximum at half integer nor at other values. Clearly the CDW intensity is flat across an entire Brillouin zone, demonstrating the complete absence of correlation along the c-axis.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Relation of charge order to antiferromagnetic and pseudogap state
We have found that charge order persists in Bi2201 up to optimal doping, consistently with LBCO [8] , Bi2212 [16] and YBCO [18] . Our recent RIXS study on antiferromagnetic Bi2201 (p = 0.03) showed no charge order signals 38 . A recent STM experiment has reported a checkerboard-like charge order with wave vector Q CDW 0.25 rlu in lightly doped Bi2201 (p = 0.07, insulator) 34 , demonstrating the charge order is the first electronic ordered state that emerges by doping the parent compound. The same work also confirmed the absence of checkerboard-like pattern at very low doping p=0.03 [34] , in agreement with our RIXS results. The evidence of charge order in the AF insulating regime is incompatible with the "Fermi arc nesting" scenario which correlates the Q CDW to the distance between the Fermiarc tips 14 , because in single layer Bi2201 the Fermi surface is fully gapped below the antiferromagnetic critical point p = 0.1 [39] . Note that it has been proposed that the emergence of the checkerboard structure is a consequence of the proximity to the quantum critical point 40, 41 . In the SC regime above the critical doping p=0.1, the charge order vector and its correlation length decrease with doping. As summarized in Fig. 3 , the CDW order in Bi2201 has been experimentally detected for p c1 p p c2 with p c1 0.07 and p c2 0.16. We notice that there is a non-negligible discrepancy between charge order vectors determined from STM and RXS. The latter gives in gen- erally larger CDW vectors. The difference increases with doping and reaches 35% in the optimal doping, which is out of the error tolerance. This may reflect the bulk (xray scattering) and surface (STM) dichotomy of charge order. It is known that the carrier concentration is different at the surface and in the bulk, and that the difference grows with doping. The CDW order arising from the charge modulations can reflect this dichotomy: indeed at low doping p 0.11 the Q CDW vectors are similar between RXS and STM results, while they separate into two trends and departs further with doping. A recent STM work, by utilizing the phase-resolved electronic structure visualization, has revealed a surprising doping independent locking of the local CDW wavevector at 0.25 rlu throughout the underdoped phase diagram of (bi-layer) Bi2212 [42] . While the generality of this latticecommensurability CDW in other cuprates, and the supposed correlation with x-ray scattering results through phase slips between different short-ranged correlated domains remain to be explored, at least the conventional CDW amplitudes probed by x-ray and STM look different.
If compared to other cuprates, charge order in Bi2201 is rather short-ranged, with a real-space correlation length between 17Å and 23Å, similar to ∼ 24Å in Bi2212 [16] , but shorter than 20−70Å in YBCO [18] and 150 − 250Å in LBCO [7, 8] . Probably lager disorder (e.g. chemical inhomogeneity) plays a bigger role in Bi2201 and Bi2212 [43] . There is still no report of charge order in overdoped regime of cuprates. For Bi2201 the pseudogap state extends to the heavily overdoped regime, which is well defined by the NMR measurements 30 ( Fig. 1(a) ). Therefore the end point of pseudogap state does not coincide with the end point of charge order in Bi2201. Also in YBCO the high magnetic field Hall coefficient measurements showed that the Fermi surface reconstruction by charge order ended at the optimal doping p=0.16 [44] , which is distinctly lower than the pseudogap critical point p=0.19 [45] . As Keimer et al. [21] have already pointed out, the pseudogap is characterized by several competing ordering tendencies and it would not be surprising that the critical points between pseudogap and charge order do not coincide, although the opposite is not excluded too. Moreover, which termination point (as determined by Fermi surface reconstruction 44, 46 , symmetry breaking 47 , divergent effective mass 48 , etc.) actually relates to the QCP is hotly debated, and there is a need for further experimental and theoretical investigations.
B. Correlation of charge order along the c-direction
Besides the in-plane components, x-ray studies of the charge order in YBCO and LBCO have reported an additional correlation along the c-direction [6] [7] [8] 12, 36, 37 . This depends on the relative (from plane to plane) phase of the CDW modulations along the c-direction. In zero magnetic field, x-ray diffraction of the ionic displacements in YBCO [29] revealed a weak anti-phase correlation in neighboring bilayers, which results in the CDW peaking at half-integral values of L. This finite c-axis coherence of the CDW is rather short-range, with a length of 9 ± 3 A(i.e. approximately the distance between two adjacent bi-layers) 29 . By applying high magnetic fields (typically B > 15 T), the c-direction behavior of the CDW evolves differently along the a-and b-directions: the correlation simply becomes stronger in a-direction while a new peak appears at L=1 along the b-direction with increasing correlation length ∼ 4c [37] . This means the CDWs propagating along the a-axis keep anti-phase correlation between neighboring bi-layers while those propagating along the b-axis lock their phase with neighboring bilayers. In LBCO the charge stipe order also exhibits broad maxima at half-integer L, indicative of a twofold periodicity along the c axis [6] [7] [8] . The reason is that in adjacent planes within one unit cell the stripes align in orthogonal directions arising from the tilting pattern of the CuO 6 octahedra. In addition, the charge order is offset by 2a between successive unit cells, presumably to minimize Coulomb repulsion, resulting in an antiphase relationship between next-nearest-neighbor CuO 2 planes 6-8 . This out-of-plane correlation is very short-ranged ∼ 5−10 A (< c) and can be enhanced by a magnetic field 49 . On the other hand, our c-direction study of CDW in Bi2201 does not show any peak, indicating there is no phase correlation of CDW along the c-direction. The underlying reason can be the following: the distance between the adjacent Cu-O planes in Bi2201 is ∼ 12.2Å within one unit cell, and neighboring planes are offset by (0.5,0.5): CDW correlation is discouraged both by distance and crystalline mismatch, resulting in random phases along the c-direction. There is no high magnetic field measurement on Bi2201 yet, but the 2D CDW is to be expected, since the coupling between the two CuO 2 planes within one unit cell is rather weak, let alone the coupling between two unit cells. For double layer Bi2212, we infer that the charge order also has no phase correlation along the c-direction, because the distance between two bilayers is ∼12.3Å, much larger than in YBCO (∼8.5 A), which maybe also discouraged by the (0.5,0.5) offset.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have directly observed a bulk, incommensurate charge order in UD15K and OP33K, demonstrating that the short-range charge density modulations persist up to optimal doping in Bi2201. Both the CDW intensity and correlation length decrease with doping. In addition, the CDW vector decreases with doping, showing a bulk/surface dichotomy from RXS and STM measurements. The doping range of charge order in Bi2201, p c1 p p c2 with p c1 0.07 and p c2 0.16, suggests the critical points of charge order are different from those of AF, SC and pseudogap. Thus, charge order appears to be a separate phenomenon that coexists with AF, SC and pseudogap. Temperature measurements have demonstrated that it competes with superconductivity and the signal disappears across T * due to fluctuations. Whether and how it relates to QCP for the mechanism of high-T c superconductivity requires future experimental and theoretical research. Furthermore, we confirmed there is no charge order along the diagonal direction, suggesting the CDW propagates only along the Cu-O bond direction. This fact is also compatible with the observed L-independence of CDW, indicating there is no phase correlations along the c-direction at variance to YBCO and LBCO, and hinting at a perfectly two-dimensional charge ordering in single layer Bi2201.
